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It is often said of gold that because it is owned only by the person who
has possession of it, that it is much safer, because it does not have
counterparty risk. It is important to understand and fully appreciate this
extremely powerful truism. In any contract with another entity, one of the
greatest fears is that one signatory (or more)—a counterparty— to the
agreement might not live up to its contractually written promise to do so.
In extremis, it may be unwilling, unable, or both.
Ayn Rand
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Such a failure to deliver can take place due to any of a number of
permutations: an underfunded/unfunded pension plan; default on a
futures contract; declaration by a producer of
literally
meaning “superior force,” due to a chance occurrence/unavoidable
accident; currency devaluation; a credit default swap; a bank bailout/in... this by definition, any circumstance whereby a contract
obligation(s) is not met.
It is one thing when an economy is facing the possibility of, say, largescale defaults on auto or student loans for example. But it’s something
else when the entire structure is permeated with counterparty risks, made
more so due to excessive use of leverage, or because many of the
agreements were unstable at the outset and highly likely at some point to
become untenable and subject to failure. Think pension plans,
government-based insurance programs like FDIC agreements, currency
swaps, and so forth.
Then consider that when such examples are so numerous, they may start
moving across sectors to the point that the risk has become systemic. A
failure in one segment of the economy might in and of itself be
containable. But what if a third or fourth counterparty has commitments
in another, totally unrelated area? Then, like a domino effect, the fallout
both psychological and financial can spread outward with the market,

Direct ownership of gold and silver provide an absolute and
unique ingredient to diversification strategy which brings financial stability. This is a
program that allows you to start a gold/silver savings program. I use them
personally. To learn more about the
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seeking some form of stasis through re-pricing, moving
from current price to an accurate current value. The
problem, however, is that when instability gets out of
control, price can overshoot on the downside, leading
to a contagion.
This is what exactly what happened during the 2008
meltdown, wherein markets moved across sectors and
political boundaries that either would not or could not
honor their contractual duties, to the point that the
whole system temporarily froze up, coming literally
within hours of experiencing a massive, irreversible
collapse. The main precursor to the event was an
electronic “run on the banks” as awareness caught fire
and people were withdrawing funds from their money
market accounts.
Jim Rickards, on financial risk and what can happen as
marketplace instruments become more complex, more
interwoven, and more gargantuan, has stated the case.

Jim notes that beyond the already questionable practice
of using too much leverage and basing the presumed
safety of counterparty agreements on flawed behavioral
logic and questionable mathematical theories of
probabilities, lurks another deadly consideration—
market scale.
About this, Jim states:

: Wherein the market value of an instrument
moves from being overpriced to (hopefully) fair value.
: Wherein the re-pricing goes below fair
value, overshooting and in effect becoming a “forcemultiplier,” creating considerable instability, at this point
still within the original financial instrument sector under
stress.
: At this point, instability jumps from the
first sector, and the disruption spreads into other
unrelated/uncorrelated markets. Like seawater filling up
the Titanic, now rising above the level of still
uncompleted bulkheads, the problem begins spilling
over into other, formerly safe levels of the ship.
: If/when market conditions hit the
Irrationality stage, pandemonium takes over and
rational thought/behavior starts going out the window;
people just want their money back. They will sell
anything possible for cash. This is why, during the
intermediate stages of a financial panic, gold drops in
price, due to the fact that its liquidity enables it to be
sold by market participants trying to protect their other
investments by meeting margin calls, etc. People sell
gold because they can. We also must add that much of
the “gold” held by institutions is in derivative form, yet
the perceived safety is equal to physical gold itself and
therefore highly liquid.
: If the fifth and last stage is reached, total
systemic collapse is in store. This is what almost
happened, on a global basis, during the 2008
meltdown.

by a factor of 10 or
more

Jim further goes on to list and define the five stages of a
financial collapse. Each stage moves from more to less
control, from lesser to greater psychological angst,
toward less clarity and ultimately less control. Once
stage 5 is reached, it’s “game over.”
Jim lists and defines the five stages as follows:
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We would be much more sanguine since the 2009
“recovery,” wherein the Federal Reserve pumped
hundreds of billions of dollars into the banking system
to re-liquefy the entire global financial system, if there
had been a greater understanding of the core issues
leading up to 2008. And with a more serious attempt to
not only address the flaws, but also a commitment to
changing the financial landscape in ways that would
make such a repeat a much less likely occurrence, the
event might have been abated. As it is currently, we’re
just a few procedural steps away from going off the cliff
as in 2008, only this time, a miscalculation may usher
in a systemic collapse of greater magnitude than what
we faced less than a decade ago.
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Deutsche Bank is Germany’s foremost bank and one of
the Eurozone’s largest. It’s been in trouble for years,
and not just because of low interest rates or competition
with other banks. They presently owe $7.2 billion in
fines to the U.S. Department of Justice for a variety of
fraudulent activities, including market manipulation,
precious metals and Forex rigging, and trading socalled toxic mortgages. And the final tab could be an
additional $10 billion beyond that. Then there’s a $2.5
billion civil penalty that will be owed to the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission.
So in order to shore up the bank’s asset base, they have
decided to create millions more shares and sell them at
a 35% discount. Not surprisingly, current shareholders,
sensing dilution, are offloading their positions in droves,
in the process driving Deutsche’s share price down
almost 15% to a 20-year low—as a start.
And for the unkindest cut of all (before the bank, at
some point faces insolvency?) their own government
says that they will not bail them out. (Hint: Those
expecting a bailout should wait until the authorities deny
it for the third time.)
Well, of course there’s always the opportunity for a
“bail- ,” wherein the bank’s own depositors may be
given a “haircut” to help pay for management’s
incompetence and perfidy. Which begs the ultimate
question: Where will the money come from to pay
bonuses and golden parachutes for such a sad level of
performance?
This point must sink in to all of you: nearly every country
on the planet now has provisions AT LAW, which is
REQUIRED, to remain solvent by securing “monies”
from unsecured creditors, meaning all depositors! Your
money will go to save the bank whether it is a personal
or business account. Why worry? You will be given
shares in the failing bank. This cannot be overstated
because you are at risk if the financial system
determines that your money is needed for the greater
good.
Oh, and did we mention that Deutsche Bank has been
a primary funder of the euro system? Deutsche Bank’s
balance sheet is now over $2 trillion, equal to over half
the size of the German economy. And they employ
more than 100,000 people.
www.TheMorganReport.com
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And in the unlikely event that Deutsche Bank does go
down, could this event help cleanse the system?
Probably not, because other competitors would just
grab the failed bank and continue with business as
usual. Brad Lamensdorf, a portfolio manager for
Ranger Equity Bear, an exchange fund, comments:
“Deutsche is in a weak position because it is so
leveraged and doesn’t have access to credit. But its
problems could mean more business for JPMorgan
Chase, Goldman Sachs, and other big banks.”

Metal you might be storing in common with other
holders (unallocated) faces the very real danger of not
being available in extremis. What you assume is your
metal may be granted to others or might even have
already been
(loaned) to others. A
is a contract created whereby the creator
places a lien on the item being pledged as collateral, in
case the agreement is not carried out. No matter how
certain the contractual parties are that the process is
safe, the practice of hypothecation has, by definition,
created counterparty risk.

Potentially even more dangerous is the practice of
, wherein the same collateral is pledged
to a third party. This arcane practice was brought to
light in 2011, when former Goldman Sachs chairman,
Jon Corzine, then at MF Global, made a leveraged bet
on Eurozone sovereign debt, in part by using
(supposedly) segregated client funds. His play went
south in a big way with the conversion and placing at
risk $1.6 billion of customers’ funds, contributing
greatly to his firm’s eventual demise.
Here you had an example of counterparty risk that was
almost certainly unanticipated by those who had
confidently placed funds with the brokerage house. As a
result of the MF Global implosion, many investors now
understand how this practice works—but not for them.
In the investment/financial arena, rehypothecation is the
practice, by brokers and bankers, of using—for their
own purposes—collateral posted by their clients. If the
broker gets into trouble, as mentioned above, the client
could lose much or all of their funds. One way to
sidestep this situation is to avoid opening a margin
account with your broker.
Copyright © 2017
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John Mauldin, speaking for many Boomers, present
company included, gets it right when he says,
What the Fed has done is to destroy the retirement
hopes and dreams of multiple tens of millions of my
fellow US Boomers, and when we include the effects of
the destructive policies of the rest of the world’s central
banks, the number becomes hundreds of millions. The
secure and protected world our central bankers live in is
far removed from that of the American or European
middle class retiree. The purity of their theory and the
clarity of their economic thought are evidently far more
important to them than people’s wellbeing is.
“Financial Martial Law” is Ron Paul’s term for the
government’s proposed new digital currency, Fedcoin:

The government could mandate that U.S. citizens put
one-third of their retirement account balances into
special U.S. Treasury securities. In 2013 Poland raided
one-half of their citizens’ pension plan balances to pay
government debts. It’s happened in Russia, Belgium,
Hungary, Cyprus, and Bolivia. “Confiscation of your
pension plan funds is coming soon.” A wealth tax levies
a tax on everything you own, year after year. In India
and France, you pay a yearly tax on your net worth.
Retroactive Tax is a new law where you owe more on
last year’s taxes. We have suggested for years that at
some point the U.S. Federal Government would require
a certain percentage of ALL retirement funds be
converted to U.S. Debt with no recourse. This remains to
be determined, but it is a great way to take funds from
people but promise a return. Good luck!

From the recent edict in India banning 85% of all
circulating cash and the reissuance of new scrip, to the
plans by Sweden to do away with cash altogether, to the
frequent issuance of new scrip with a few more zeros
than the previous one—e.g., Venezuela, North Korea,
and Zimbabwe—it’s apparent that the bankers and
theoreticians want to corral the global population into a
digital world. It will be a world where there is no
financial privacy, where banks can decide what they will
charge you, where you may have to pay the bank to
hold funds there (negative interest rates), and where
every item you purchase will be visible to scrutiny by the
state.
In a
article titled “Sinister Side of
Cash,” Harvard Professor/Economist Ken Rogoff wrote
of his distaste for the idea of even having cash, saying:
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Unfortunately, the existence of cash gums up the works.
If you are a saver, you will simply withdraw your funds,
turning them into cash, rather than watch them shrink
too rapidly. Enormous sums might be withdrawn to
avoid these losses, which could make it difficult for
banks to make loans—thus defeating the whole
purpose of the policy.
This last comment by Rogoff is a red herring. He knows,
and you should know, that all the Fed has to do in
order to enable banks to make loans—is to print more
money! In fact, as most of you know, your signature
alone creates money (the loan) literally out of thin air.
This kind of dissembling is exactly what you would
expect from someone with an otherwise weak
argument.
Even the dullest among us should be able to understand
that the idea of getting rid of cash has nothing to do
about limiting the drug trade, catching tax scofflaws, or
inhibiting black-market transactions. It is, pure and
simple, about
. The wet dream of
“intellectuals” like Rogoff and others is to be able to
reach a status where they control you. You will do what
want...while they also do what they want. Rogoff is
no doubt against gold as well. Because gold cannot be
intercepted, hacked, devalued, or frozen in value by the
powers that be. What could be fairer?
The bottom line is that, unlike the reasons advanced by
Professor Rogoff, the war against cash is just another
means of theft by the central governments of the
world—ill-gotten gains used to further their agenda of
self-aggrandizement and control over the populace.

Only if you’re knowledgeable, you can buy selected real
estate, collectibles, certain numismatics, and perhaps a
piece of property in a foreign country. As a foundational
activity, however, secure some physical gold and
silver—in your possession. We believe that, to say it like
a Canadian would, “it is written in the rocks” that the
precious metals as well as selected mining stocks are
going much higher during the next few years. We could
easily face a situation where the metals rise to multiples
of where they now are. And don’t wait until this course
of action has become obvious to the majority. Below, as
discussed by Jim Rickards in his book
, is a fate that could very well await us. Consider
how you might be affected:
www.TheMorganReport.com

Almost all of us in this industry have the deepest respect
for the late Richard Russell of
.
Hardly a goldbug by most standards, but before his
death he had a very clear picture of what we all face
ahead, and stated: “Gold will be ‘the last man
standing.’”
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Extensive historical research by myself (David Morgan)
and others demonstrates that one can expect a new
circulating paper currency to last (retain at least some of
its value) for about 27 years. Counting back to 1971—
when Nixon went off the gold standard, “closing the
gold window” for redemption by foreigners—and (two
years later, in 1973) the petrodollar was created, it now
looks like the USD has so far challenged the historic
odds for longevity by about 19 years. In terms of its
purchasing power since the creation of the Federal
Reserve, however, the dollar is down to around $0.02.
Given the momentous changes being wrought by SinoRussian challenge (CIPS) to the IMF-US international
payments system (SWIFT), the building of the New Silk
Belt and Road, and the rise of crypto-currencies
underlain by the Blockchain, it may not be a good idea
to assume that the dollar will continue indefinitely to
hold its preeminent spot in the currency markets. What
would happen if, instead of its overarching position
now, it were to merely become “first among equals”?
Hint: It could mean very negative consequences for the
U.S. and its citizenry, as well as those who kept reserves
in U.S. dollars.
The U.S. dollar is probably never going to absolute
zero, because long before that theoretical value many
things will enter into the market to replace it. This is
obvious to anyone with a vague understanding of the
ongoing currency crisis. Some of the current options
include bitcoin being the leader in crypto currencies, the
Fedcoin mentioned earlier, and very little reported
average people developing ways to transact labor and
goods among themselves.
Finally we have always advocated a hedge position
rather than an “all in” attitude although most of us at
TMR are in much deeper than just a hedge amount. The
point is that it might take longer for things to unravel
further, and the ability of the deep state to control the
destruction cannot be underestimated.
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How would you feel if you were treated better any other advisory service that exits? Why you ask?
Because when you are a member of The Morgan Report you have connected with the best
possible team available to help you achieve what no one else offers in the Resource Investment
Space-- Honesty and Transparency. Which means that you are treated like family, more than a
personal touch, we actually guarantee that YOU can write to our staff and are guaranteed an
answer. Who else in this Industry does that? And you are probably thinking, fine but once a year
big deal! The fact is every month you can contact us through the exclusive membership only
portal to send us your email. Our members are definitely a cut above the average resource
investor and at times we share your question with other members so it can benefit other
members.
Imagine you just sent in a question and David Morgan picks up the phone to answer you
personally. Yes, this has happened on occasion and please do not expect this to be a guarantee
however at times a direct call with your feedback is the best way to accomplish our mutual goal-Success in investing.
As a member you will receive access to exclusive videos done by David Morgan outlining many
topics which include but are not limited to, questions from members, my trades in the Bond,
Stock, Gold and Silver markets. The Commitment of Traders Reports analyzed before your eyes.
Articles of interest to the membership as broad as the global economy and as specific as when all
systems are go to use leverage in the market if you are so inclined.
As a paid member you will have access to our one and only alert system that sits on your desktop
monitor and alerts you immediately if there is a change in the portfolio, a change in a resource
company we follow, a change of market conditions you need to be notified about. No one else in
the industry provides this level of service period.
As a member you are invited along to our site visits. Yes, you have all the luxury of being with us
when we venture off to "check out" a situation because we take a
camera with us and post the film trip in our member's only section.
All that we offer you with your membership is described further on
this video - www.TheMorganReport.com/join
You are not ready to be a full-fledged member? Then by all means
sign up for our free weekly email newsletter...
www.themorganrepor.com/joinfreelist
Many in the resource sector are frustrated and we understand so let
me leave you with this very bright fact.
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THE MORGAN REPORT ASSET ALLOCATION
This section is for serious money. Our suggestion is for retirees or fund managers to focus on this section;
it could contain up to 90% of the money allocated to precious metals mining stocks. This list changes to the
strongest each month, but once a stock hits this list it remains a HOLD unless we state it is a sell.
These are serious companies with a higher growth rate but more risk than the Top Tier. Our suggestion is
that those working with good incomes focus on this list and own two or three from the Top Tier for safe growth.
High Risk/High Reward, only money you can afford to lose. You MUST put equal dollar amounts
into EVERY suggestion in order to diversify properly. No one can pick only one company and expect consistent
results. Read How to use TMR and set stop losses!
: Updated each month.

Sell some on up days. Consider buying a small position (accumulate)

Top Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $5.74

-20%

3.6

Top Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $15.00

614%

4.1

Top Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $19.00

73%

3.4

Top Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $22.00

312%

3.9

Top Tier Gold & Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $15.69

16%

3.1

Top Tier Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $4.08

170%

4.1

Top Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $5.00

441%

4.3

Top Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $13.50

38%

3.8

Top Tier Silver

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $2.50

448%

3.8

Top Tier Silver

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $2.50

914%

3.5

Top Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

~ C $10.00

490%

3.4

Mid Tier Gold & Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $8.01

0%

3.8

Mid Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

US $1.68

---

Sell

Mid Tier Oil and Gas

Members Only

Members Only

US $9.64

2%

3.9

Mid Tier Gold & Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $2.06

70%

3.8 / On NYSE

Mid Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

C $6.12

25%

4.1

Mid Tier Gold

Members Only

Members Only

C $5.45

-12%

4.0

Mid Tier Silver

Members Only

Members Only

C $4.33

41%

4.2

Mid Tier Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $3.10

28%

4.1
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Junior Producer Gold

Members Only

Members Only

US $2.34

-14%

Buy 4.3

Junior Producer Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $0.37

-50%

4.0

Junior Producer Uranium

Members Only

Members Only

US $2.96

-36%

3.4

Junior Producer Zinc

Members Only

Members Only

C $0.89

34%

3.8

Junior Producer Gold & Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $1.54

32%

4.3

Junior Producer Gold

Members Only

Members Only

US $18.33

-81%

3.7

Exploration Gold

Members Only

Members Only

US TBD

24%

3.3

Exploration Gold

Members Only

Members Only

US $3.25

-12%

4.1

Exploration Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $0.24

-1%

1.3

Exploration New Technology

Members Only

Members Only

US $.046

9%

Buy Limit .10 US
/ 2.8

Exploration Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $6.10

-69%

3.6

Exploration Gold

Members Only

Members Only

C $8.12

63%

4.0

Exploration Silver

Members Only

Members Only

US $80.00

-96%

3.9

-- Please note the following: We use the price of the Friday prior to publication as our
basis. Your basis will vary depending upon market conditions. The trailing stop loss of 15% will be used on this
basis, however we encourage all to use stop loss discipline on their own individual basis.
How To Use The Morgan Report: Review How To Use
.
Please keep in that The Morgan Report is published on the first Monday of the month.
Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there is no guarantee as to
completeness or accuracy. Because individual investment objectives vary, this Summary should not be construed as advice to
meet the particular needs of the reader. Any opinions expressed herein are statements of our judgment as of this date and are
subject to change without notice. Any action taken as a result of reading this independent market research is solely the
responsibility of the reader.
The Morgan Report is not and does not profess to be a professional investment advisor, and strongly encourages all readers to
consult with their own personal financial advisors, attorneys, and accountants before making any investment decision. The
Morgan Report and/or independent consultants or members of their families may have a position in the securities mentioned.
Mr. Morgan does consult on a paid basis both with private investors and various companies. Investing and speculation are
inherently risky and should not be undertaken without professional advice. By your act of reading this independent market
research letter, you fully and explicitly agree that The Morgan Report will not be held liable or responsible for any decisions you
make regarding any information discussed herein.

Direct ownership of gold and silver provide an absolute and unique ingredient to
diversification strategy which brings financial stability. This is a program that allows you to start a gold/silver
savings program. I have used them personally for years and will assert this program is run with the highest
integrity. To learn more about the
or visit

www.TheMorganReport.com
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You may think you've missed the biggest leg up in precious metals
and miners. But you would be wrong.
Did you miss the gold and silver spike runs to $1900 and to $50 in
2011? Did you get in near the top and ride them all the way down
into the December 2015 lows? Or perhaps you didn’t buy at all, and
by late 2016, while the most explosive precious metals and mining
stock run-up in decades was taking place, you watched. You may
think you’ve missed the boat. You may think you missed your second
chance. But you would be wrong.
David Morgan’s research has shown decisively that as much as “90%
of the profit potential for the metals and miners become available
during the last 10% of the entire bull run.” But only if you avoid what
he calls “the amateur’s mindset.”
Second Chance: How to Make and Keep Big Money from the Coming Gold and Silver Shock Wave
empowers you to step onto the investment battlefield and leave it a winner. Many people will make fortunes
during the coming years. On paper. But, when all is said and done, as the great speculator Jesse Livermore
declared, “On paper it will remain.”

It may seem that precious metals have seen better days. Buying into the metals is never easy. Especially
when selloffs snowball to major levels, there’s always a chance they will cascade even lower. So it’s very
challenging psychologically to fight the thundering herd and buy when everyone else is selling. It feels
terrible buying into capitulation selloffs, almost nauseating. The only way to build the fortitude necessary to
do it is to stay exceptionally informed, which helps frame selloffs in context.
Even after you've done the research and decided to participate, buying into price weakness against the herd
and contrary to your emotions is not an easy thing to do. But time and again, some of the world's most
successful investors have done just that. You might want to consider joining their ranks.
After all, they may just know something you don't!

The biggest concern of all investors is the Debt Bomb! We’ve NEVER seen
anything like the dire situation we now face.
After the most vicious debate in the history of our country, Republicans and
Democrats finally agreed on what to do about the debt disaster of our nation:
Absolutely Nothing.
The Silver Manifesto may be the most important "hard money" book to be
published in years. Fortunes have been made by those who bought silver around
the $5.00 level and paid attention to the call of the top at over $48.00 by David
Morgan. Yet the big money lies ahead, according to the authors, as perhaps as
much as 90 percent of the move occurs within the last 10 percent of the time.
In the last bull market, silver gained over 800 percent from January 1979 to
January 1980, dwarfing the gains made from 1964 to 1979. There are factors
that produce immense profits and these occur rarely. Investors stand at a unique
point in monetary history where the death of paper currencies on a global scale is
taking place before their eyes.
Because most are frozen into inside-the-box thinking, few investors will ride the next move as silver (and gold)
skyrocket in the years ahead. In fact the primary purpose of The Silver Manifesto is to educate the reader as to why
there is no way out of the financial morass created by the financial elite. We have reached the point where the savvy
few understand what is happening and take action, while the rest are left watching, thinking the precious metals bull
market was long dead. The authors explore when to expect the next bull market to begin and why, how the 2008
financial crisis has been "papered over" and what to watch for going forward. The real supply and demand looking at
both industrial and monetary demand. Money and Banking -- what fractional reserve banking means to currency and
bullion. The best surest method to stay in the profit zone and not worry about the wild price swings. How to pick a
mining company-this information is priceless. Most who are taught this methodology have a degree in finance, but we
break it down for the average investor. This fantastic book also lays out the silver manipulation story --the facts, more
facts, and the irrefutable facts.
There are factors that produce immense profits and these occur rarely. Investors stand at a unique point in monetary
history where the death of paper currencies on a global scale is taking place before their eyes. Because most are
frozen into inside-the-box thinking, few investors will ride the next move as silver (and gold) skyrocket in the years
ahead.
In fact the primary purpose of this book is to educate the reader as to why there is no way out of the financial morass
by the political class or the financial elite. We have reached the point where the savvy few understand what is
happening and take action, while the rest are left watching, thinking the precious metals bull market
was long dead.

